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如何在電影中呈現“離散” ：《點心》的啟示
The Provocation of Dim Sum; or,
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The Affect o f Pastness in Globalist Geo-Temporal Politics
For a long time while living in the United States, I was not fond of visiting the urban 
sectors commonly known as Chinatowns, where people go for inexpensive Chinese food and 
groceries, or just for the purpose o f sight-seeing. The architecture there is often a mixture of 
contemporary city buildings of the non-descript sort, punctuated with details of ancient gateways^ 
temples, dragons* unicoms, lanterns, and other such Xhinese*' objects, even though they do not 
necessarily resemble anything in present-day China and other locales with predominant Chinese 
populations such as Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore. Long before theme parks became 
fashionable around the world, Chinatowns in North America served in effect as live theme parks: 
amid the typical noise, dirt, and crowdedness of their streets, visitors were presented with a 
simulacrum, an artificial construct that conjured the notion of China.
What struck me above all, however, was perhaps less an aesthetically unappealing urban 
layout than the affect of melancholy that seemed to pervade it. Something about Chinatowns 
depressed me, I felt uneasy at the intuition that I was confronted with a distorted way of looking 
at things Chinese and that, as a passeii^y, I was made involuntarily to participate in it.
The mode of critique inaugurated by Edward Saidas Orientalism (1978) has made it possible 
for us to understand what I am describing as the effect of a systemic gaze at non-Western cultures, 
which has resulted from the history of Western impeiialism of the past few centuries. In the context 
of North America, Chinatowns are a good example of how an immigrant, non-white culture tends 
to be conceptualized in the fonn of a ghetto, segregated from the mainstream society which 
surrounds it with the air of nonnativity. This division of lime and space must also be understood 
as pait and parcel of globalization, which, as Sanjay Krishnan writes, is itself an outcome of 
the hegemonic perspectivizing of the world by imperialist nations. As Krishnan argues, as a 
perspective instituted by the British in the eighteenth century to render various parts of the world 
legible in relation to the totality of Britain's burgeoning territorial empire, the notion of the global 
was instrumental in producing the heterogeneous regions it sought to name and describe.1 The
oriental in Said^ critique^ in other words» is exactly a symptom of such production of cultural as 
well as geopolitical “regions” or “areas” in the name of the global.
One additional outcome of global perspectivizing defined in these terms is a strong sense of 
pastness built into the classification of non-Westem cultures, which, when placed in relation to 
the West and to modernity, are often assigned a specific type of temporal value -  that of lagging 
behind and being in need of catching up. This geo-temporal politics,2 pertaining to both the spatial 
and chronological arrangements of the world, applies especially to the so-called ethnic and often 
diasporic populations within the boundaries of Western nations such as the United States. (Any
1 Sanjay Krishnan, Reading the Global: Troubling Perspectives on Britain ls Empire in Asia (Mew York: Columbia 
University Press, 2007),
2 For a more extended discussion of this term, see my article 'The Filmic Staging of Postwar Geotempora] Politics:
Akira Kurosawa’s Wo 办客zie/j/or Sixty Yeais Laier,” 2 34.1 (Spring 2007): 67-77,
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study of such ethnic and diasporic populations should, I believe, take into consideration this geo- 
temporal politics.) What greets the visitor to Chinatowns is, accordingly, not simply a particular 
view of China or Chineseness; it is also a sensation traceable to this globalist geo-temporal 
politics — the sensation that some cultures are standing frozen in time, in contrast to the action- 
filled dynamism of the contemporary environment that revolves around them on the outside. As 
enclaves of non-white existence within a predominantly white country, Chinatowns have the 
epistemic status in North America of ethnographic nmseums where relics， including people as 
well as objects that are deemed to be from the “past,” are put on display. As James Clifford puts 
it, the anthropological "salvage paradigm, reflecting a desire to rescue something Authentic" out 
of destructive historical changes, is alive and well. It is found in ethnographic writing, in the 
connoisseurship and collections of the art world, in a range o f familiar nostalgias/'3 Chinatowns, 
insofar as they are symptomatic of an inter-culturai encounter in the inequitable terms described 
above, belong squarely in the salvage paradigm, according to which the worlding/globalizing of 
non-Westem, ethnic signiliers tends to take the form of exoticization -  more specifically, a mode 
of representation that is steeped in the irreversibility of loss and the melancholy of pastness,
The Provocation of Dim Sum
Against this backdrop of a well-understood and frequently debated predicament of culture 
—to use the title of James Clifford’s classic — in the wake of globalization，4 Wayne Wang’s 王穎 
D/m Sm/h: A 點 心 （ screenplay by Terrel Seltzer，1985)， a minor film about a
Chinese American family in San Francisco, is refreshingly thought-provoking even more than 
two decades after it was first released. This is so because, paradoxically, the film seems, on first 
viewing, to contain all the problematic features of orientalism and globalization just mentioned. 
Being one of the first feature films about Asian Americans (preceded by Wang's own Chan Is 
Missing 9 A ,  1982), the task undertaken by Dim Sum seems, in hindsight, daunting:5 how to 
maneuver around the hegemonic geo^temporal politics that, so often, preemptively conditions 
the representation of non-Westem cultures in the Western world, especially at a time when Asian 
Americans had not yet come into the kind of visibility they now enjoy in the mass media? In 
the rest of this essay, as I reflect on aspects of the film, I will show how Wang uses none other 
than stereotypes to establish an alternative discursive space, in which the affects of pastness and 
melancholy are, arguably, not simply accepted or bypassed but instead turned artfully into a 
divergent, indeed open, order of signification.
3 James Clifford  ^‘The Others: Beyond the Salvage Paradigm/’ Rasheed Araeen， Sean Cubitt, Ziauddin Saidar,
eds., The Third Text Reader on Art, Culture and Theory (London and New York: Continuum, 2002,2005) 160.
4 James Clifford, The Predicament o f Culture: Twentieth-century Ethnography, Uteraiure, and Art (Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1988).
5 For details aboul the making 〇r  the film, including its fiist version as the story of live Chinese American women, 
can be accessed on the DVD.
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Dim Sum tells the simple story of a widowed mother, Mrs. Tam, who lives with her 
unmarried daughter, Geraldine, in San Francisco's Sunset Boulevard neighborhood. Mrs. Tam's 
older children are married, returning home only on special occasions such as Chinese New Year. 
Like most grown children, Geraldine wants to live on her own (she has a boyfriend, Richard, 
who visits from Los Angeles once in a while), but she also feels filially obligated to stay home 
and take care of her aging mother. Geraldine's Second Uncle, a bachelor, runs the family's bar 
business in Chinatown and from time to time teases Mrs. Tam with the suggestion that the two 
of them get married. Mrs. Tam, meanwhile, is convinced by a fortune teller that her life will end 
at sixty-tw〇4 Apart from putting pressure on Geraldine to get married, therefore, she also travels 
to south China (after being in the United States for some forty years) to pay her final respects. 
But upon her return, just as Geraldine is about to tell her about the plans she and Richard have 
made (presumably, to get married), Mrs. Tam interrupts her daughter by announcing that her own 
fortunes have changed. Once the important cycle of sixQr years has been completed’ she was 
told by another fortune teller in China, it is as though her life were beginning anew. At sixty-two, 
she says happily, she is really just two years old, and Geraldine can wait to get married after she 
becomes an adult…
From this loose summary, one can tell that Wang's approach is episodic rather than tightly 
plotted. The important actions of the diama, if  they can be so called, are made up rather of 
the casual observations, exchanges, and disagreements typical of a close-knit community whose 
members are deeply attached to each other. An immigrant family -  with its kinship entanglements 
and expectations, its gender-specific, intergenerational aspirations, conflicts, and disappointments, 
and its mildly elegiac yet oftentimes comic sense o f being caught in a cultural logic that is at odds 
both with the host country and with the homeland — constitutes what might be called a rich but 
predictable ethnographic find. At the heart of the drama is a series of low-keyed negotiations 
among the various family members for their own autonomy and independence, with Mrsr Tam 
playing the pivotal role o f the affectionate and manipulative matriarch, whose ambivalent desires 
serve ever so gently to propel or direct the narrative. (For instance, even as she urges Geraldine 
to get married, Mrs. Tam is depressed by the thought of being left alone. After Geraldine finally 
moves out, Mrs* Tam "solves*1 the dilemma by falling ill and being hospitalized, so she can 
legitimately reclaim Geraldine's attention, and oblige her to return and live once again at her 
mother's house.) Aside from the Tam family, there are also Auntie Mary, a next-door neighbor 
who likes to chatter away over the backyard fence and gossip about her own grown children; Julia, 
a friend of Geraldine's, who talks about her family and boyfriends; and other acquaintances who 
make brief appearances at the mahjong table, rides to and from the airport, and so forth.
As the ingredients for a film, these characters and happenings are analogous to those 
hackneyed architectural motifs o f ancient gateways, temples, dragons, unicorns, and lanterns 
that are the standard props of Chinatowns* While they signify diasporic Chineseness or Chinese 
American-ness, they also remind the audience o f a secluded, ethnic group existence whose 
preoccupations (with things as basic as life, death, sexuality, and biological reproduction) often 
seem out of sync with those of mainstream America. What makes the film interesting, then, is not
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exactly the banality of its "raw materials/' so to speak, but what Wang does with them. Instead of 
simply documenting a certain disaporic or ethnic reality, or turning bis film into a protest vehicle 
against orientdism, Wang does something remarkable. He uses precisely the well-recognized 
motifs of Chinatowns, including the stereotypical scenarios and characters of the Chinese family, 
to create an innovative cinematic style, marked on the one hand by the materiality of the film 
medium and on the other by a perceptive handling o f the story's temporality and leading lady. 
This cinematic style enables the diasporic or ethnic elements to become visible and thusT arguably, 
fluid -  in the sense of being dislodged from a specific locality toward a broad,tran$cultural level 
of significance.
Film as a Medium of Making-Visible6
Structurally speaking, the film medium is, of course, itself a story about the relation between 
absence and presence» between disappearance and reappearance. Filmic representation reproduces 
the world with a resemblance unknown to artists before its invention. Be the object captured a 
human face, a body, a thing, or a place, the illusion of presence brought about by film is such that 
a kind of realism always aggressively asserts itself. Because of such tendency toward realism, it 
is easy to see why, in postcolonial modernity, the modes of illusory presence made possible by 
film are such strong contenders in the competitive claims for cultural identity, giving rise, for 
instance, to the many "national allegory" readings. Meanwhile, the technologies peculiar to film 
- technologies as simple as the manipulation of speeds, close-ups, magnification, and the various 
types of shots -  also mean that film carries with it an inherent capacity for defamiliarization, so that 
even the most familiar- and realistic-seeming content tends to undergo a process of estrangement 
in being captured, its final ^reality^ on screen being the result of complete immersion in a 
mechanical process.
It was the understanding of this paradoxical constitution of film on the twin bases of realist 
resemblance and defamiliarization (so that things on the screen come across looking thoroughly 
spontaneous and yet are thoroughly permeated by technology) that Walter Benjamin attempted to 
elaborate in his famous essay of 1936, fT he Woric of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproducibility.” 
Among the things noted by Benjamin about this then-novel medium was the fragmented nature of 
processes of filmmaking and reception. For the film actor, for instance, Benjamin writes (citing 
the Italian dramatist Pirandello)， performing is a kind of exile ih)tn himself: he must perform 
with his authentic emotions in front of the camera， a mechanical contrivance， rather than a live 
audience. the first time -  and this is the effect of the film -  man has to operate with his 
whole living person, yet forgoing its aura. For aura is tied to his presence; there can be no replica 
of it [...] [T]he singularity of the shot in the studio is that the camera is substituted for the public " 
Or, in what amounts to the same point: "'While facing the camera be [the actor] knows that
6 I have discussed this in greater detail in ^Film and Cultural Identity/1 John Hilt and Pamela C. Gibson, eds,, The 
Oxford Guide to Film Studies (Oxford: Oxford Univereiiy Press, 1998) 169-75.
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ultimately he will face the public, the consumers who constitute the market This market, where 
he offers not only bis labor but also his whole self, his heart and soul, is beyond his reach« During 
the shooting he has as little contact with it as any article made in a factory/'7
Such fundamental disjointedness of film as a mode of cultural production (a disjointedness 
brought about both by technology and by the processes of capitalist industry) is what underlies 
Benjamin^ ai^ument about the decline of the aura, the term he uses to describe the irreplaceable 
sense of presence that was unique not only to persons (such as the actor on stage or the theatrical 
role he plays) but also to traditional works of art, when such works of ait were rooted in specific 
times and spaces. What was alarming about the arrival of film (as it was for poets and artists 
at the turn of the twentieth century) was precisely the destruction of the aura, a destruction 
that, Benjamin suggests, has been programmed into film's materiality in such a way as to 
fundamentally transform the agency of seeing. The realist accuracy of the filmic image means 
that a mechanical eye, the eye of the camera, has irrevocably replaced the human eye in its 
capacity to capture and reproduce the world with precision.8 With the effects of mechanicity and 
mechanical reproducibility, filmic images cany with them an inhuman quality even as they are 
lilted with human contents.
But what film destroys in terms of the aura, it gains in portability and transmissibility. With 
film come previously undreamtof possibilities of experimentation, as the mechanically reproduced 
images become sites for the elaboration of phenomena that are otherwise fleeting, miniscule, or 
simply unnoticed. We see this, for instance, in the mundane, anonymous sights of big city life that 
are typical of early silent fUms such as Waltber Ruttmann's Berlin Sinfonie der Grofistadt 
{Berlin: The Symphony o f the Big City, 1927) and Dziga Vertov's Chelovek s kino-apparatom 
(Man with a Movie Camera, 1929), Scenes of workers going to work, housewives shopping, 
schoolchildren assembling for school, passengers traveling by train; scenes of carriages, engines, 
automobiles, train stations, typewriters, phones, gutters, street lamps, shop fronts — all such 
scenes bear witness to a certain fascination with the potentialities of seeing -  more precisely, with 
the endlessly multiplying possibilities of making (the world) visible. Through the mechanically 
reproduced image, the world has become an infinitely expanding horizon of objects and people 
on display, a process that renders them spectacular even in their humdrum existence.
The simple, dialectical relationship between visual presence and visual absence, between 
realist replication and defamiliarization, dramatized by film as a medium from the very first, lends 
itself felicitously to an articulation o f the dilemmas and contradictions, the nostalgias and hopes, 
that characterize various cultures' transitional struggles in the course of modernity. For the same 
reason, film has been an appropriate means for rethinking origins — the "pasts" that give rise to
7 See Walter Benjamin's interesting discussion in ACThe Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical RqurKluction," in 
UhuninaJions, ed. and intro, by Hannah Arendt, trans. Hany Zohn (New York: Schocten, 1969) 217-51. The first 
quote is on p«229: the second on p«231 •
8 For a classic discussion, see Jean-Louls Comolli, ^Machines of the Visible/* in Teresa de Laurelis and Stephen 
Heath, eds.t The Cinematic Apparatus (London: MacMillan, 1978) 121-42.
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the present moment; the narratives* myths, rituals, customs, and practices that account for how a 
people becomes itself -  as such rethinking plays on the relation between whal has receded into 
histoiy and what continues to linger in the time of now. Film¥s projectional mechanism means 
that the elaboration of the past -  as what is bygone, what is behind us -  can simultaneously take 
the form of simulacra moving, in their vivid luminosity, in front of us. And once the past is 
made visible in this manner, it becomes necessary to ask: by whom and for whom? Between an 
imaginary audience for whom it may seem readily recognizable (or familiar) and an imaginary 
audience for whom it may simply come across as quaint or exotic, the past rendered on film 
acquires the impersonal 7 anonymous quality of something that has been aesthetically objectified 
and fossilized, that has become infinitely reproducible but can never again be securely lodged 
and stabilized.
Ozu and the Filmic Status of the Family
Among well-known directors, YasujirG Ozu 小津安二郎 ， whose films depicting the 
delicate emotional dramas of Japanese families confronted with the challenges of the modem 
world have become international classics, is a frequently emulated model. (One can find imprints 
of Ozu in the works of contemporary Chinese film masters such as Hou Hsiao-hsien 侯孝賢  and 
Wong Kar-wai 王家衛 .） One reason Ozu’s films have been so influential, I believe, is that they 
have retained something of that mode of fascination with the potentialities of making-visible 
that characterized early cinema, a mode of fascination that, in the context of postcolonial non- 
Westem cultures, is particularly suggestive and productive. For, as native or indigenous cultures 
are typically regarded as “traditional，” “vanishing,” or “past” by the compulsory processes of 
globalization, the film medium allows such cultures to acquire visibility transculturally, by staging 
them in the fonn of artifacts seized from another space and time.
The family in Ozu，s unforgettable, post-Second World War films such as Lafe 晚春
(1949), Early Summer (1951), Early Spring (1956), Tokyo Story (1953),
Good 扫早  i  ^  (1959)， Lflfe Awmwin 秋日和（1960), An 秋刀魚  0
^  (1962), and others, is a superb example of this use of filmmaking in relation to a non-Westem 
lifewortd. In Ozu's hands, the most commonplace happenings in modem Japanese society, such 
as aging parents visiting their grown children in a different town， gossipy neighbors tending to 
their own self interests, young children going to school or misbehaving at home, young women of 
marriageable age working in a Western-style office, and so forth, become occasions for observing 
Japanese society at once up close and at a distanceifivm the outside. Under the camera, the 
minutiae of traditional decorum, the rituals of human relations, and the courtesies o f everyday 
life that have become automatized in the form of habit and custom are defamiliarized in the sense 
of being rendered visible/perceptible as never before -  and at the same time supplemented with 
an additional dimension, the frame o f an ethnographic consciousness^ in which what is Japanese 
is seen implicitly in relation to what is not Japanese* Hence, the ample sensuous details that 
characterize OzuJs films -  from the decor of domestic interiors to the way people take off their
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outdoor clothes on coining home, or the way they exchange polite pleasantries about the weather 
—do not constitute a return to some essential Japaneseness or East Asian sensibility; rather, the 
sensuous itself is part of a way of presenting KJapan,f in a  new light -  that is^as an object (already) 
mediated by or bearing the imprints of a transcultural, cosmopolitan gaze.
Ozu's cinematic innovations make it possible to argue that in the context of East Asia, it 
is the kinship family, with its command of authority in the popular imagination, that occupies 
an epistemic status comparable to that of the work of art, which, as Benjamin mentions in his 
classic essay, used to be bound to the specificities of religious worship in European societies. As 
it undergoes various types o f transformation and dispersal in modernity, the family^s traditional 
authority, like the aura of the work o f art, may be understood as being in decline* For East Asian 
directors, in particular, this critical connection between a traditionally ^sacred1' locus of culture 
and its epochal decline^ on the one handt and the possibitities of dissemination and reproducibility 
of such a connection through filmic visibility, on the other, became and remains an inexhaustible 
source of inspiration.9 To this extent, Dim Sum is probably one of the earliest tributes to Ozu 
among contemporary Chinese directors. (Indeed, a passing reference is made to Ozu in the film 
when one character mentions Japanese directors' stories about families.)
Wang9s Method of Making-Visible: Slowness and the Mother
Like Ozufs films, the first thing one notices about Dim Sum is its leisurely speed, its 
slowness. This artful manipulation of temporality, which can seem tedious to audiences who are 
used to the assaulting speeds of present-day Hollywood filmmaking, allows not only things but 
also characters and their relationships to be seen as if for the first time. I would go so far as to 
say that Wang^s skillful deployment of slowness is the key to his method of making-visible -  of 
transforming the most unremarkable elements of diasporic community life into (fresh) modes 
of seeing. As in the case of photographic or cinematographic close-ups, which enlarge objects 
by multiplying the possibilities of spatial intimacy, Wang^s method, we might say, enlarges the 
commonplace (things, character) by multiplying (or extending) the possibilities of temporal 
duration. The languid pacing of scenes, the long pauses at ordinary objects (a bird cage, house 
plantst the dining table and chairs, a sheet hung on a line to dry), and the iterative absence of 
human beings within the mise-en-scene become difFerent ways of foregrounding the moments/ 
spaces that otherwise go unheeded.
One of the first things that greet us in the film is a sewing machine. Sitting by the window in 
Mrs. Tam's bedroom, against the drapes moving gently with the wind^ this old-fashioned object is 
featured a number of times in the course of the story, either in use or by itself. The logical narrative 
explanation is, of course, that it is an index to one of Mrs. Tam's routine domestic activities, to 
her role as a caretaker, and to her way of passing time as a  senior citizen. At the same time, by
9 For related interest, see some of the chapters in Wimal Dissanayake, ecLt Cutetna and Culturai Identity : Reflections 
on Films from Japan, / n ^ >an£/CA/na(LanhaiiiINewYixktL〇Qd〇D： University Press ol'America, 1988).
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repeatedly returning to the sewing machine, Wang^ film language is signaling something else: *i 
am endowing this object with a level of significance that cannot simply be reduced to the realist 
one of replicating 过 household appliance，’， it says. Together with the scenes of Mrs. Tam putting 
her laundry out to dry on a clothesline in the sunny backyard (a clear quotation from Ozu), of 
her folding and airing colorful, dressy-looking garments in preparation for impottant occasions 
(such as her daughter's wedding and her own burial), or of rows of shoes and slippers arranged at 
the foot of the stairway at her house, the audience is invited to rest their gazes on the othenvise 
insignificant and ignored aspects of an old woman's quotidian environment.
As in many Ulms about Chinese people, D/'m Sum contains numerous scenes of eating, such 
as those of Mrs. Tam and Second Uncle sharing some take-out noodles in the backyard, Mrs. 
Tam wanning dinner for Geraldine when she comes home in the evening, Mrs. Tam's entire 
family sharing a Chinese New Year Eve’s meal，Mrs* Tam and Second Unde offering dim sum 
to Geraldine and her boyfriend, Richard， Second Uncle and Geraldine trying to cook a meal 
together (in Mrs. Tam's absence) only to find themselves at a McDonald's in the end because 
their cooking was a disaster, and so forth. Second Uncle repeatedly mentions his favorite dishes: 
duck soup with yiju wonton, pork steamed with shrimp paste, roast duck..r Again, food-sharing 
seems a logical device to punctuate the narrative -  what can be more natural than family members 
and friends eating together? — yet the repeated gazes bestowed on the activity by Wang's camera 
call attention to it in a novel way. Not only does food-sharing come across as a ritualistic activity, 
an occasion for a group reunion. Its conscious objectification on screen is now also a way of 
exhibiting a community's collective behavior and etiquette, of examining them with a new lens.
(In precisely this self-consciously ethnographic spirit, Wang also inserts a series of shots 
of Sacramento StreGtJTangrenjie  ^where retired Chinese men are sitting leisurely on benches and 
a Chinese family is posing for a group picture， while a popular Mandarin song fiom prewar 
Shanghai is played extra-diegetically.)
This process of rendering the commonplace visible/perceptible is thoughtfully gathered 
around the figure of Mrs. Tam. This maternal figure is given to us not in the form of fetishized 
female body parts (such as breasts, eyes, buttocks, legs, painted nails, and the like) or in the 
fonn of an idealized corporeal interior (such as the womb). A scene in which the mother's hair 
is featured, for instance, is really a scene of Geraldine dutifully combing that hair; instead of a 
fixation on the maternal body part, attention is displaced onto the daughter's caretaking gesture. 
(A later scene reminds the audience of this intimacy between mother and daughter when Mrs. 
Tam is shown combing her own hair forlornly, after Geraldine has moved out.) In other scenes, 
the maternal figure is presented in a subdued manner, through metonymic connections to her 
simple belongings, such as the sewing machine, clothes, and jewelry. As Mrs. Tam contemplates 
her own imminent death, for instance, she makes sure that her collection of precious jewelry is 
photographed piece by piece and marked with the right names, so that her children will know 
which piece should go to whom after she dies.
Finally, whereas the people around her, including her children, speak mostly American 
English with some occasional Cantonese words and phrases, Mrs. Tam herself always speaks
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in Cantonese. Notwithstanding her lack of American English^ however, Mrs. Tam wants to visit 
China as an American，theholderof aU.S. passport. A hilarious scene shows Geraldine giving Mrs. 
Tam a rehearsal of her U.S. citizenship application interview, during which she must answer in 
English. Mrs. Tam fails to understand the first question Geraldine poses (<4Who is the first president 
of the United States?9') until Geraldine switches back into Cantonese, ending her question with 
the exclamation KWa!,T that caricaturizes the speeches of older generations of Cantonese-speaking 
immigrants. This time, Mrs. Tam understands the question and responds proudly, tcJor-ji-wa- 
sing-dun ah-ma!" This simple exchange compels the audience to notice the mother^ tone of 
voice, accent, facial expressions, mannerisms, and bodily gestures, which constitute a vivacious 
world on its own but simultaneously have become the source of her limitation, muteness, and 
dependency on others in a foreign country.
The brute-like figure of Mrs. Tam -  physically unglamorous, ineloqucnt, vulnerable, and 
child-like ~ is thus the force that bnngs coherence to Wang*s stylized cinematic language^ 
including his deployment of slowness. For isn^ Mrs. Tam the personification of temporality -  and 
particularly of slowness -  in multiple senses? Being an immigrant, Mrs, Tam is 'lagging behind1' 
in America because she cannot catch up with the English-speaking people around her Being the 
lone parent who needs care in her old age, she is something of a hindrance, causing delays in her 
daughter's future plans. Being superstitious, she at first subscribes to a linear logic of her time on 
earth， thinking that her life will end “on time” at sixty_two. Then， on her letum firom China, &he 
seems to have found solace instead in a cyclical logic of time as renewal and rebirth, announcing 
with wonderment and relief that she is now only two years old. In each case, slowness and Mrs, 
Tam seem to reinforce each other in what turns out to be an aesthetically unconventional method 
of making-visible/perceptible: we sense the motion of time in/through Mrs. TamT and we see the 
emotion/affect of Mrs. Tam in/through slowness.
The amalgamation of what seem at first two unrelated orders of signification — a leisurely 
fiLming speed, on the one handt and the tardy and stubborn, yet endearing, moods of a maternal 
character, on the other -  turns Dim Sum into a unique project of cultural archiving. If Dim Sum has, 
arguably, helped set a paradigm for articulating diaspoiic experience to filmmaking -  consider 
some of the immigrant family films that have appeared since (including Wang^s own later 
productions), such as a 执nv/ 吃一碗茶（dir. Wayne Wang，1989)，/VwW/ig Z/amfe 推
手 （dir Ang Lee 李安，1992)，77ie WaMn发 Bo叫财丨喜宴（dir. Ang Lee, 1993)， rfte Lwdt 
喜福會（dir. Wayne Wang, 1993)， fwW Mtwwi w iVew Kwt 人在紐約（dir_ Stanley Kwan 
關錦鹛，1989)， (dir_ Mira Nair，1991)， My Faf Gr邮t  WwWing (dir. Joel
Zwick, 2002), The Namesake (dir. Mira Nair, 2006), and numerous others -  it is also unpafalleled 
in its way of letting a narrative investment in the maternal figure coalesce so seamlessly with 
a technical handling of temporality. In the convergence crafted between slowness and the 
mother, the predictably clicked dements of Asian American family politics are taken apart and 
reassembled into an evocative film semiotics, one that speaks to a cosmopolitan, rather than just 
local, audience. Amid the postcolonial globalist cultural transactions so haunted by the affect of 
pastness， 5臓  offers a tastefully light touch -  and a breath of fresh 也 ※
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